Kenya 2020
Multi spot kitesurfing adventure 10th to 19th February 2020 (THESE ARE IN COUNTRY TRIP DATES)
You know when your mind wonders to really special, life affirming times, a happy place if you like? Well, for myself and Adam
Kenya is ours. Ad and I have spent months kiting and travelling this beautiful country and have spent the last few years devising a
trip that gives our crew the opportunity to experience the awe inspiring magic that is Kenya.
We’ve selected our two favourite destinations, our favourite hotels, kite sessions, downwinders
and even restaurants and have arranged this trip around the tides to offer an all new Kenyan
kitesurfing holiday for 2020. There will be less traveling and changing of accommodation than
previous trips which will equate to more time on the water and a trip which delivers a more
rejuvenating experience, greater potential for progression and inclusivity.
This is a trip for Kings, Kitesurfkings (and Queens!)… you can choose your category ;) We
have a dedicated team of drivers 24hrs a day for the full trip. We stay at our favourite beach
front locations and eat at some of the finest restaurants (that bit’s optional obvs). There’s kiting
straight from the beach and daily downwinders (again optional) in total paradise. We really get
to experience some of the best that Kenya has to offer on this multi spot kitesurfing adventure
and do it in style.

Why so excited?

Kenya is stunning, the food is incredible and the kindness, warmth and laughs on tap from the
Kenyan people is infectious… and the KITING! The twin tipping and hydrofoiling are dreamy
and the strapless surfboard action is fully maximised the with amount of downwinders and the close proximity to the reef. We’d fuel
up on the nicest food in beautiful surroundings, sometimes in-between downwinders and kite to and from other jaw dropping spots
with pumping wind and idyllic conditions in a fun group who quickly become a very special kite family. Excited? Just a bit! Prior to
this trip are the Zanzibar Discovery Trips (12th to 22nd Jan and 26th Jan to 5th Feb) - treat yourself and join Zanzi too!

We’ve got it covered!

We are a solid team who know how to get the best out of one another, a group and the huge potential Kenya has to offer. We are
truly passionate about what we do and how we do it. We only run this trip with a small group and we have full time experienced
drivers/guides in country to give us maximum flexibility, full time beachside assistance and security. Benefit from our local
knowledge, contacts, years of coaching, guiding and facilitating kitesurfing lessons and experiences for thousands of clients all
over the world. You will receive expert advice, enjoy new enriching experiences and be part of a fun group of like minded
individuals whilst staying at our favourite accommodations on the Kenyan coast and kiting to and from our favourite locations.

Itinerary
• 10 Guide led days in country
• Two UK Kitesurfkings instructors (Luke Denny and Adam Wallace)
looking after you
• Professional and dedicated drivers and vehicles for the full duration of
the trip for road support, safety, maximum flexibility and comfort
• Airport transfers for the trip dates
• 4 Nights (in total) at smart air-conditioned beachfront accommodation
in Mombassa (twin/double with option for single)
• 5 Nights at super smart air-conditioned beachfront accommodation in
Diani (twin/double with option for single)
• Excellent breakfast at both accommodations
• !!! Multiple downwinders !!!
• Secret kiting destinations
• Expert coaching tips and advice on and off the water
• Hydrofoiling! What’s it all about? Have a go in idyllic conditions
• Photographed lagoon expression session
• Kiting flat water lagoons and waves along the reef
• Evening restaurant and bar group transfers to local hotspots
• Live music and party options
• Bush Monkey Feeding (come on, they’re cute)
• A fun adventure
An inclusive price of £1650 per person is based on the above itinerary;
optional room upgrades, drinks, meals, gratuities and flights would be
charged separately.

More info
There are lots of great flight options into Mombasa where our adventures
begin and end. We stay at the best accommodations right on the beach so
there’s no need for upgrades on this trip. In Mombasa we all have large,
private rooms, balconies or terraces and air-conditioning with idyllic kiting
straight off the beach. There’s an ideal combination of flat water in the lagoon,
waves breaking over the reef and dreamy downwinders.
Using Nyali as our base for three nights we travel north as far as Bomani, over
30 kilometres upwind, enabling us to downwind back to base. Our beautiful
departure points on the north coast include a 14th century ruin, stunning white
sand cove and restaurant. Arriving back at base we’re greeted with warm
smiles and intrigue by the locals enjoying the vibe of Nyali Beach and the
raised beach bar from where we can enjoy the sunset and celebrate. Dining
and going out around Mombasa is a lot of fun too and we’ll be taking you to
some of our favourite venues. What better place to begin and end our Kenyan
adventure.
On day 4 we load the vans and take the ferry from Mombasa Island and over
to Diani. We love Diani, especially the downwinders and secret spot, the
downwinders are as awesome as the spot is stunning. There’s the potential for
perfect waves over the reef and some real adventuring on the numerous
downwinders. There’s super soft white sand and jaw dropping natural beauty.
Everything we could want is catered for right where we stay with all day kiting
straight off the beach but also mind blowing sessions to be had near by. This
is the best accommodation and spot we’ve had the pleasure of staying, hence
we’ll be spending 5 nights here. The setting is jaw dropping and it’s an
incredibly peaceful environment with the lush greenery and families of
monkeys a perfect contrast to the white sands and turquoise waters. We’ve an
awesome team looking after us and again there’s a pool, air-con and all the
trimmings with large rooms finished to the highest of standards. Only 10
rooms in total though, so we’ve blocked out the whole place and recommend
getting your bookings in early! There’s the potential for perfect waves over the
reef and some real adventuring on the numerous downwinders.
There are fantastic restaurants and night life locally and we’ll be maximising
our team of dedicated drivers that we have 24hrs a day to take us to our
favourite spots. There are also fun beach venues in walking distance of base
and we’ll be staying over the w’end, which is the best time on the beach for a
little boogie or kicking back and soaking it all in with a cocktail or mocktail.
On day 9 we head back to Mombasa for further downwinder opportunities or
kiting straight off the beach in Nyali then head out for some world class
teppanyaki and sushi (all diets catered for). Day 10 there’s the potential for
more kiting depending on flight times then no doubt a teary “farewell’’ and
“miss you already’’ to this incredible country.
There’s so much to share about this wonderful trip, hopefully the photographs
will tell a story of their own but they certainly don’t do the trip justice. If you’re
interested then the best thing to do is get in touch ASAP for a chat.
Please contact Luke Denny directly on +44 (0) 7878 399 419, the office on
+44 (0) 1273 88 88 33 or email: luke@kitesurfkings.com

